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“The mind is not a vessel to be filled, 
but a fire to be kindled” (Plutarch, c46–127 AD). 
the changing world faced by today’s 
students demands unprecedented 
skills of intellectual flexibility, analysis 
and enquiry. 
Teaching students to be enquiring or research-based in 
their approach is not just a throwback to quaint notions of 
enlightenment or liberal education but central to the hard-
nosed skills required of the future graduate workforce.”
Jenkins, A., Healey, M., and Zetter, R., April 2007,
Linking teaching and research in disciplines and departments, 
The Higher Education Academy,p3
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The challenge
_40% of jobs replaced by computers in 15-20 years 
_Learning less about the acquisition of knowledge 
and more about developing intellectual skill-sets
_Student centred active learning
_Research led education
_Collocating research, learning and industry to optimize 
engagement
_Enabling the student as disruptor
The rise of informal learning 
space
“Students at The University of Queensland 
do two-thirds of all their study on campus, 
and 45 per cent of their on-campus study 
is in informal, non-timetabled spaces.”
The University of Queensland Student Strategy 2016-2020
HASSELL Sydney office
SX Student experience= quality of academic, social, recreational and cultural life
Place-based campus
_Making places that facilitate the diversity of student activity 
–enabling students to stay on campus for an enriched 
range of learning, social and recreational experiences
_an increased focus on the informal learning domain to 
facilitate learning beyond formally convened classes
QUT Creative Industries Precinct,
Brisbane, Australia
Kirk HASSELL
Effective learning
Retention of knowledge improves the more active and student centred the learning 
process is
_Response
UQ Advanced Engineering Building
Kirk HASSELL
Reverse University
_Lectures on-line at home 
_many unis are removing lecture theatres 
and moving to large format collaborative spaces
_Problem based learning with hands-on peer-to-peer 
engagement the focus of on-campus time
_Informal learning recognised as an integral
part of the learning experience
Campus+Cloud
_Wireless mobility liberating the place of learning
_Making ones time on campus productive
Authentic hands-on experience-
hands-on learning- thinking tinkerers
increasing time in hands on activity in informal settings
MIT now has over 20 Maker Spaces across most disciplines
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The Learning Landscape
Conceptualising the space between formal research and learning settings
The space between diagram interpreted from:
Space strategies for the new learning landscape
Shirley Dugdale, DEGW,  
Educause Review, March/ April 2009
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‘Sticky campusesdraw
you in and keep you there
University of Adelaide, Hub Central, Adelaide, Australia
HASSELL
After the hub’s creation, 59% of students
reported spending 1-5 hours more on
campus per day
University of Adelaide, Hub Central, Adelaide, Australia
HASSELL
Li Ka Shing Library
Singapore Management University, Singapore
HASSELL
Transforming the library
24/7/365 informal learning
_reflective and collaborative
Learning landscapes- balancing the 
formal and the informal
University of the Sunshine Coast, 
Collaborative Futures Building, Australia
HASSELL
Informal Learning domains
Universities are committing up to 30% of their 
learning space to informal learning space
University of the Sunshine Coast, 
Collaborative Futures Building, Australia
HASSELL
Linking informal and formal learning 
space for cohort identity
The Science Place,
James Cook University, Australia
HASSELL
Flinders at Tonsley, Adelaide, Australia
HASSELL
“Informal learning and collaboration spaces are 
critical to integrated learning landscapes- using 
the in-between spaces
“From the minute we opened the doors we were on a winner. Smiles 
and goggle eyes everywhere. Dancers are warming up in the 
corridors, and eating their lunch in the kitchens. Drama students are 
going to rehearsals, then discussing their work at the tables adjacent, 
and even occupying meeting rooms. Musicians are running jam 
sessions
QUT Creative Industries Precinct,
Brisbane, Australia
Kirk HASSELL
“Since we moved in at the start of the year, the
building has enabled us to undertake industry-
oriented research that was simply beyond our
previous buildings.”
Flinders at Tonsley, Adelaide, Australia
HASSELL
Collocating with research + 
industry
_Blurring boundaries between students, staff, industry  
and community
_Flinders University has moved its engineering faculty 
to the Tonsley innovation Precinct 
Modalities of Learning
What do students do in these spaces?
Focused
Reflective
Discussion
Collaborative 
interactive
Doing
Hands-on
Social
“Formal learning is like riding a bus; the driver decides where the bus 
is going; the passengers are along for the ride. 
“Informal learning is like riding a bike; 
the rider chooses the destination, the speed and the route.”
An anatomy of learning spaces
_formal and informal
Please contact mroehrs@hassellstudio for the anatomy of learning spaces diagram and informal learning 
spaces matrix
Not lazing, learning
How informal 
learning spaces 
power student 
learning in 
Universities
A study of informal learning spaces 
based on observation + survey
Participating institutions
_Singapore Management University,
Library
_University of Melbourne
Library
_University of Adelaide
Student Hub
_University of Exeter, UK
Learning Hub
_Australian Catholic University, 
Melbourne
Student Hub
_Flinders University, Adelaide
Faculty building for engineering
_Oxford Brookes University, Oxford, U
Student Hub
_Queensland Institute of Technology, 
Brisbane
Creative Industries Precinct
Download a copy of Not lazing, Learning! at 
www.hassellstudio.com/docs/not-lazing,-learning-.pdf
or contact mroehrs@hassellstudio.com
Survey:
What is important to students 
in these spaces?
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Outcomes of study
_key characteristics of informal learning space
Observed activity at all sites1. COMFORT
“It’s a comfortable environment. It's clean. 
It's inclusive. There is food. It's warm.”
“We need chairs suitable for doing work -
comfortable, with a back for good posture 
so that we are not lounging around.”
“It is open and light which makes it a nicer 
area to study in than smaller closed study 
rooms.”
33% of students used the space 
every day
27% of students used the space 
for more than 4 hours at a time
Rarely
9%
Only 
exam time
7%
Once a 
week
10%
2-3 times 
a week
41%
Every day
33%
Passing through
3%
Less than 
1 hour
11%
1-2 hours
31%
2-4 hours
28%
More than 
4 hours
27%
2. CONVENIENCE
55% of students surveyed were 
in their first year of university
1 year
55%
2 years
20%
3 or more 
years
25%
3. COMMUNITY
“It encourages me to do my work. 
Being surrounded by people also 
studying motivates me.”
“It’s not too busy but the presence of 
people is conducive to my study.”
“I like the social spaces that make it 
feel like you belong in the space, like 
home.”
Making connections
Importance of cohort access +identity
Survey: 
What do you use this space for the most?
Study activity 63%
Social activity 37%
Socialising/ 
meeting 
friends
11% Eating/ 
drinking
9%
Waiting 
before 
lectures
14%
Working alone
42%
Working in 
pairs
8%
Working in 
groups 
13%
Other
3%
Social activity
37%
Study activity
63%
Observations:
Activity at all sites
52% of students observed 
were working alone
Focused
52%
Discussion
25%
Doing 
4%
Social
19%
“Not for socialising! Keep 
quiet, or book a room.”
“I like the chairs with 
attached tables in 
secluded spots.”
“It is hard to find a quiet 
place to do some reading 
or writing.”
4. CONCENTRATION
Learning alone together
Observations:
Library or lounge?
Informal learning in libraries is focussed in more solo reflective study 
Hub and faculty spaces are more collaboratively focussed
SX= design excellence
_Design as differentiator of university offer
_Investing in quality and identity
_Brand differentiation through high quality place making 
